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ABSTRACT 
 
Innovation is widely recognized as central to success of most companies.  This paper investigates the advantages and 
disadvantages of the innovation process on Brazilian Small and medium enterprises (SME´s) in the electronic sector.  
We used a case study and applied a detailed questionnaire.   Among the principal disadvantages, we highlight a poor 
laboratories infrastructure and troubles for obtain financial resources.  Similarly, as advantages, we detect a quick 
availability of information, organization learning and cultural change.  Besides this, the intention is to point out some 
possible ways to improve the innovation process supported by sme´s networks on electronic industries.  
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Introduction 
 
Innovation is an easy word to toss around. Innovation includes the notion of creativity: the 
conception, adoption and implementation of new services or ideas or ways of doing things in 
order to improve or reform services, ideas and ways of doing things.  
 
In the last two decades technological innovation has changed dramatically the mass production 
paradigm endangering the viability of many large firms. According to (Goldman et al,1995) 
many are the forces that are changing the competition for example: market fragmentation, 
information capacity to treat mass of clients as individuals, product life time reduction, 
convergence between products and services, global production networks, cooperation and 
competition at the same time among firms, logistic infrastructure, incentive for corporation 
restructuring and pressure to internalize the predominant social values.   In attempting to adapt to 
this climate characterized by  increasing of uncertainty, turbulence and discontinuity in this 
complex competitive environment it is growing the diffusion of cooperative relationships among 
firms. Collaboration between firms often leads to exciting and rewarding results which none of 
the participants could achieve by their own.  
 
Enterprises and innovation are vital to improving Brazilian’s competitive position in the 
knowledge driven economy.  They hold the key to high-tech industries of the future, as well as 
the success of our electronic sector.  We need to encourage Brazilian companies to move forward 
together in order to secure a competitive edge in global marketplace. 
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Innovation Strategy In Small Firms 
 
According to (Tidd et al,1997) innovation involves complexity and change, whether in the firm’ s 
technology, its organization or its economic environment. In consequence of this, technological 
opportunities and threats are often difficult to identify and innovation strategies hard to predict. In 
all cases a capacity to learn from experience and analysis is essential. None the less, both 
research and experience point to three essential ingredients in corporate innovation strategies: 
• The position of the firm, compared to its competitors, in terms of its product, processes and 

technologies, and in terms of the national system of innovation in which it is embedded; 
• The technological paths open to the firm, given its accumulated competencies, and the 

emerging opportunities that these enable it to exploit, 
• The organizational process followed by the firm, in order to integrate strategic learning across 

functional and divisional boundaries. 
 
Much of the analysis in the literature has been directed to the problems of managing innovation 
in complex organizations where deliberate management action is necessary to co-ordinate or 
integrate specialized resources and skills.  Like their large counterparts, small and medium firms 
also need to concern themselves with market position, technological trajectories, competence-
building, and organizational processes.    
 
According to (Tidd et al,1997) the evidence shows that  compared to large innovations firms, 
small innovating firms have the following characteristics: 
 
• Similar objectives: to develop and combine technological and other competencies to provide 

goods and services that satisfy customers better than alternatives, and that are difficult to 
imitate, 

• Organizational strengths- Good of communication, speed of decision making degree of 
employee commitment and receptiveness to novelty.  This is why small firms often do not 
need the formal strategies that are used in large firms to ensure communication and co-
ordination, 

• Technological weakness –specialized range of technological competencies, inability to 
develop and manage complex systems, inability to found long-term and risky programmers, 

• Different sectors – small firms make a greater contribution to innovation in certain sectors, 
such as machinery, instruments and software, than in chemicals, electronics and transport. 

 
Therefore, this paper investigated the advantages and disadvantages of the innovation process in 
Brazilian small and medium enterprises in the electronic sector.  This research encouraged the 
building of firms networks that to include regional agencies and universities, for the benefit of 
small enterprises.  
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Electronic Sector : High Technology Firms 
 
 

The electronic is an area of extreme dynamism and with several applications. It does with the 
technological development is configured as a central element for those companies that want to 
keep up with its evolution, staying competitive.  The electronic sector is one of the most 
outstanding examples of the deep structural changes for the which it is passing the national 
production.  From the opening of the market, in the beginning of the nineties, companies of 
almost all of the sectors of the industry continue altering the productive chain, increasing the 
imports and reducing the value added by manufactured product.  (Gomide and França, 1996). 
 
The electronic area understands the responsible sections for the project and production of 
systems, and the several supplying sections of inputs, parts and equipment’s.  Some electronics 
systems are final consumer good (audio and video, photographic equipment’s, clocks, etc).  
Others are goods of investments used in the industry, in the agriculture and in the services (data 
processing equipment’s, office, telecommunications and instruments of precision for scientific 
uses, medical and industrial.   
 
(Oakey,1985)  argue that much of the current interest in small high technology firms lies in their 
potential for providing propulsive nodes of new high technology growth which act as embryonic 
vehicles for the industrial structural change of regions.  Without improvements (innovations 
process) in product and process design, the competitive edge of the firm in national and 
international markets will be decline over time. 
 
The innovation process essentially involves: 
Scanning the environment, and  processing relevant signals about threats and opportunities for 
change, deciding on the basis of a strategic view of how the enterprise can best develop, 
obtaining the resources to enable the response, implementing the project to respond effectively. 
The enterprises have the opportunity to learn from progressing through this cycle so that they can 
build their knowledge base and can improve the ways in which the process is managed.  All firms 
are trying to find a way of organizing and managing this process in such a way as to provide a 
good solution to the problem of innovation.  Different circumstances lead to many different 
solutions for example: large high tech firms like electronics companies will tend to create 
solutions which have heavy activities around formal R&D, whilst small engineering 
subcontractors as electronic SME´s will emphasize rapid implementation capability.  The author 
(Tidd et al, 1997) made a good research and indicated that exist technical difficulties, bugs to fix, 
teatching troubles to be resolved and the occasional major technical barrier to surmount.  
Success in innovation appears to depend upon two key ingredients technical resources ( people, 
equipment, knowledge, money) and the capabilities in the organization to manage them.  

 
Research Methodology 

 
Case study analysis have traditionally been used as the principal means to examine field data.  
Questionnaires were sent to six small and medium size electronic firms, enfatized about  
advantages and disadvantages of the innovation process. The questionnaire was answered by the 
managers or leading engineers . In addition, it included topics related to the enterprises` current 
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situation, cooperative profile, possibilities and concern regarding the creation of cooperative 
networks among them.  
 Respondents were required to indicate their level of agreement with statements referring to 
advantages and disadvantages in the innovation process.  A five- point scale, where (1)  
represented strong agreement and (5) strong disagreement was used.  
The first implication of the study is the fact that small firms depend more than others for their 
innovations on their suppliers of machinery and materials, in which the innovations are 
embodied. 
 

Findings 
 
In this research of exploratory and qualitative nature interviews were accomplished with the 
managers and engineers bosses in six companies considered as small and medium size enterprises 
(SME´s) manufacturers of components for the electronic sector in the São Paulo State, and also a 
structured questionnaire was applied. (León, 1998). 
 
The companies of our research are manufacturing of: filters and condensers, central systems for 
telephony, control board, controllers logical programs, general systems for communications, 
relay for telecommunication.  Of the six studied companies, five of them have capital of national 
origin and one of American origin.  They manufacture several types of products used mainly in 
the  communication area, being three of them considered of small size for the criterion of the 
number of people that uses and three of medium size.  
 
The six studied companies (SME´s) : appeared as factors linked important the innovation strategy 
the following points:  
 
The shortage of financial resources:  It is hard to obtain capital, to invest in innovations, in 
reason of the limited access of resources the long term.   The small and medium size enterprises 
have limited access to the credit and they usually operate at competitive markets, with small 
profit margin.    In this aspect, it can be indicates as possible solution the financing of the 
government’s organs through fiscal subsidies that allow SME´s to innovate.  Under the point of 
view of the public politics, the necessary  vision is that small and medium size enterprises should 
receive special treatment, once these use a significant part of the workforce and they are 
important job creators.  Another solution for the problem of shortage of financial resources, 
would be the incorporation of these SME´s inside of the calls incubators of enterprises of 
technological base, where they would share resources, equipment’s, experiences and they would 
try to give solution to problems associated at the costs to innovate. 
 
Lacks of a structure laboratorial: The  small and medium size companies tend to have smaller 
access to the infrastructure, that includes information on technology, markets trends, 
administrative innovations, training techniques etc.  Exist access restriction to indivisible 
equipment’s ( large scale or expensive machinery) or services. 
 
The access lack to the infrastructure and the indivisible equipment’s and services reduce and 
create obstacles to the technological innovation process in SME´s.  It could be made partnerships 
with universities and centers of researches which count with a wide structure laboratorial, 
allowing the phase of tests and prototype in several areas as in this case, the electronic sector. 
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Fear to the risk and the own uncertainties of innovation process:  The small and medium size 
enterprises in their majority feels fear for the stranger, they don’t want to assume risks that can 
according to them to benefit ( in the case of the innovation to have success) or end with the 
business.  In this point a possible solution would be the formation of partnerships between 
companies of great size and the small and medium size firms founding subcontracting 
relationships, supply or simply alliances for specific purposes. 
 
Vision extremely conservative for the entrepreneurs: in agreement with our research, many small 
and medium enterprises resist to the technology, to changes that lead to the cooperation,  the lack 
of information, the fear of failing, the false idea of being necessary to spend resources in 
technological investments, is to say, a vision extremely conservative. 
 
Today it is not enough to have price and quality to face the competition, because the 
technological and managerial innovation that guarantee to the entrepreneur one position of the 
market.  In this point is noticed that the entrepreneur has a predominant role in the choice of the 
technological strategy in SME`s , because is to him basically the initiative of adopting a posture 
returned to the change ( innovation).  About the technological innovation it is important to count 
with employees, but logically they need knowledge and freedom to act.   Therefore, the 
entrepreneur to need extending technical knowledge among the employees, to improve the 
productive efficiency and to activate the processes of resolution of problems with innovatives 
efforts.  
 
Some of the most important characteristics of the innovation process in small and medium 
enterprises in Brazil  are:  
 
Disadvantages:  
• Troubles for obtain financial resources (66%): lack of resources in terms of money and 

difficult access of public and private credits. 
• Lack of resources in terms of technology (83%): specifically a poor laboratories infrastructure  
• Fear for a risk: (50%) .  Innovation is inherently risky even well endowed firms cannot  take 

unlimited risks.  
• SME´s  are in general just concentrated in performing everyday operations and there is no 

vision for the long run (50%). 
 
Similarly to advantages we detect: 
• Capability to react in front of the market place. (100%) 
• Management : absence of the bureaucracy  (83%) 
• Internal conditions : informal and efficient communication system (33%) 
• Quick adaptation of the external changes (66%) 
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Networking Relations: 
 

(Loveman and Singer,1991) argue that small enterprises are able to organize into communal 
groups to enable them to benefit from the scale economies available to large companies.  The 
communal organization is able to co ordinate a range of aspects including financing, purchasing 
and lobbying.  
Questions were asked regarding relationships with customers and suppliers, networks and scope 
for improvements. 
 
Respondents indicated that they strongly agreed that they collaborated closely with their 
customers and suppliers regarding detailed design of their products/ services, agreed that 
deliveries to customers and from suppliers were well organized, agreed that they were receptive 
to customers and suppliers` innovative ideas, agreed that they would take every opportunity to 
explore collaborative relationships with other firms.   The majority of respondents in SME´s 
agreed that networks of contacts will be continually developing and expanding to exploit trading 
opportunities.  Close relations with other firms in the electronic sector are rated as very important 
for success by respondents. 
 
 

Conclusions 
 
Various factors emerge as important for small enterprises growth, namely, internalization and 
ability to export, innovation and ability to keep up with technological change, human resource 
management, especially training, finance, networks with other firms, customers and suppliers. 
 
Taking about  the innovation process even more than in large firms, the opportunities for 
innovation in small firms are strongly influenced  by:  1) The system of innovation in which they 
are embedded.  Smaller firms also make less frequent use of outside sources of knowledge than 
large firms. (Tidd et al, 1997).  2) by the innovativeness of their suppliers, 3) by the 
innovativeness of their customers.  In both cases (2 and 3) personal contacts with, and close 
geographical proximity to, suppliers and customers reinforce and augment the effectiveness 
innovation in small firms. 
 
A small firms´s innovativeness is strongly conditioned by the national and regional context in 
which it finds itself embedded.  Examples of regional concentration of innovative small firms 
include not only Silicon Valley in northern California, but also the small machinery firms linked 
to large firms like Robert Bosch and Daimler Benz in Baden- Württemberg, and the industrial 
districts producing textiles in Italy.  (Cooke and Morgan,1997).  
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Virtual Factory: Miths and reality in Brazilian context 
       
  

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE APPLICATION 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
The concept of virtual organization ( involving virtual enterprise and virtual factory) can be understood as a 

kind of cooperative network enterprise and dynamic cooperative network, which, throught the utilization of new 
information technologies and new infoways ( the Internet, for example) provides  the acces to new markets of 
products and services without the traditional limits in terms of space and time and increases the competitiveness 
power of  the partners belong to this virtual network. The aim of this paper is to investigate (based on the context of 
the global industry restructuring) the emergence of the virtual enterprise and virtual factory conceptions in the 
brazilian economy .  
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Introduction 
 
The movement of globalization and the deep changes in the modern capitalism world, 
specifically the emergence of new  technologies relating to microelectronics and infoways, have 
imposed deep changes in the organizational structure of the enterprises in order to get more 
competitive advantages. This movement has provoked, in particular terms, new kinds of inter-
firms relationships, towards the increasing of the company competitive power, in general. Inter-
firm networks have been created and got more and more importance not just in the developed 
countries but also in the newly industrialized countries as Mexico, Chile, Argentina and Brazil. 
Under this context, the companies are looking for a new paradigm of competition including some 
types of mutual cooperation with other companies ( suppliers and clients), public administration, 
universities, Research and Development centers, and so on. According to Filos (2000):  

 
“ Information is the fuel of the new economy and should be understood in its broadest 

sense, as knowledge, ideas and brainpower. Intangible goods such content and software 
represent an ever-growing share of the economy. The most successful organisations, not only 
commercial enterprises but also public admnistration, are those, which operate on the basis of 
collective intelligence. This means co-operating efficiently, sharing information, generating new 
ideas, and developing the capacity to exploit them. Co-operative competition amongst individuals 
is the core, providing driver for innovation and creativity”. 

 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate (based on the context of the global industry 
restructuring) the emergence of the virtual organization and virtual factory conceptions in the 
Brazilian economy and discuss some relevant aspects that are influencing the diffusion of this 
concept in the business process.  Furthermore it is the intent of this work to question some 
existing myths about the extension of the virtual organization application.  

 
Methodology 
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The research framework  of the present article  involves some special aspects as for instance: 

 
-  The influence and importance of the new types of Telecommunication and Information 
Technologies ( Internet, Intranet, Extranet, etc.) on the phenomenon of inter-firms networks and 
virtual organization); 
  
-   The conception of Virtual Organization (VO) or Virtual Enterprise (VE) and some possible 
utilization of this concepts. 
 
-    The inter-firms cooperation aspects; 
 
Besides these points the investigation method will also prioritize the following aspects: 
 
-  The importance of an adequate social and cultural environment to stimulate the cooperation 

among companies; 

-  The institutional aspects involving the needs for reforms in Government Policies in Brazil. 

-  Physical Infrastructure: creation of an adequate telecommunication and information 
infrastructure 

 
Conceptualizing Virtual Organization 

 
During the recent years many different models have been proposed to investigate the inter-firm 
relationships, such as alliances, partnerships, consortia, networks, clusters, joint-ventures etc.  
Each model analyses and explains different and complementary aspects, focusing the attention on 
the nature and characteristics of inter-firm relationships.  
 
The restructuring of the industrial organization in this new digital economy  is heavily influenced 
by the change of strategies of the transnational corporations around the world., and also it is 
dependent on the capacity of firms in terms of creating the competitive strengths in the new 
forms of collective organization networks and chains which are characteristics of the new era.  
 
The concept of virtual organization or virtual enterprise is especially pointed out as a strategic 
network among global companies that can create a lot of new opportunities for the partners 
belonging to a specific digital network. Operations related to production, marketing, logistics, 
product development, R&D, material supply, engineering, and so on can be highly improved 
through the intensive utilization of IT and new telecommunication channels. 
 
Virtual organization is a special kind of enterprise cooperation network  that creates “dynamic 
cooperation networks” by the intense utilization of the new information and telecommunication 
technologies (Internet, for instance) has the next goals: 
 
1.) To make the access to new marketplaces possible, without the traditional space and time 
constraints. 
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2.) To improve the competitiveness potential of the partners of this virtual network; 
 
3.) To make the innovation and exploitation new business opportunities in the global marketplace 
possible . 
 
Based on Bremer (1996b.) apud Goldman (1995) the adoption of the virtual organization 
structure under the competitiveness analysis can point out the next strategic reasons: 
 
1. To share resources, facilities and core competencies in order to expand the geographical range 
or to avoid the risk of loosing a client to a rival company ; 
 
2.) To share the risk and the infrastructure costs to be a competitor. 
 
According to Zimmermann (1997), the term virtual is used in a common sense to explain 
something that apparently exists, like virtual reality or virtual product/virtual object; so these do 
not have any physical structure. They only exist on the computers. To the observer they only exist 
in the mind, as a product of imagination. 
 
Otherwise the concept of virtual enterprise can be easily understood through the arquiteture of 
memory of a computerized system. The core memory resources should not be used to all the 
program demand. The logic solution found was the virtual memory which involves a logical 
memory.  This one uses a set of core memory and a secondary memory with unlimited extension.   
 
A virtual enterprise can be understood through two point of views: a functional one and an 
institutional one. Concerning the institutional point of view a virtual enterprise is an arrangement 
of the best core competencies of independent companies which cooperate with each other. They 
are connected through the utilization of the new information and telecommunication technologies 
during a certain period of time. This period corresponds to the achievement of a specific business 
purpose without considering the companies bounders or their original countries. It is necessary to 
emphasize that a lot of difficulties in terms of governmental regulation have happened.     
 
In this enterprise network configuration each member has the access to the existing resources in 
all network. The risk of each entrepreneur is shared among the partners of this network, specially 
in the large projects.  
 
Nevertheless, concerning the final client there is the expectancy of getting low cost and better 
quality products. Besides they can have many more choice possibilities of getting better services, 
although this final client can see only one supplier.   
 
Concerning the functional point of view, one main characteristic of a virtual enterprise is the 
concentration on core competencies, which are coordinated by a dynamic way and guided to the 
problem solving, through a superior base of IT. According to this approach a virtual enterprise is 
not refereed as an additional organizational form only. It is a quality that can be applied to an 
existing organization.  
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The diffusion of Virtual organization and  E-Business in Brazil: Some miths and 
the reality 

 

In this new scenery companies and institutions are changing their traditional structures deeply 
and reorienting their strategies. The concept of virtual organization -VO or virtual enterprise-VE 
have become broadly used by these companies. However there have been a lot of myths and 
mistakes about this issue. Lets try to present and discuss some of them.   

First of all many people think that only large companies, especially the Transnational 
Companies-TNC’s  can apply this concept in their operations.  In fact several opportunities for 
VE  in Brazil will occur for all types of companies (large, small and medium enterprises – 
SME’s, and high-tech micro-companies), if adequate conditions are set up for the creation of 
these new business opportunities. The sectors that are more suitable for the formation of VE are 
manufacturing and services, especially tourism, software, communication, education and  
information. Furthermore it can be possible to think that another kind of social organization as 
cooperatives and non-governmental-organizations could benefit of this type of digital 
cooperation networks . Just to illustrate this perspective it can be said that more than 15 
incubators of popular cooperatives , spread throughout Brazil, are working together. They are 
using the potentialities of the Internet tools to communicate with each other and create new job 
opportunities and better income to the poorest people.     

In general Latin America has been recognized to be a growing market, especially countries such 
as Brazil and Mexico. In these countries opportunities have emerged  not only for large 
multinational corporations, in sectors like automotive, electronics and communication, but also 
for the national  suppliers of these companies which have been pushed to fulfill the required 
standards (e.g. ISO 9000, QS and ISO 14000). The best example is the automotive industry. 
Companies such as Chrysler, Ford, Mercedes Benz and VW have tried to develop complete 
supply chains with national manufacturers. So cars are already been manufactured by national 
firms such as: Stratus from Chrysler in Mexico. Another example is  the new concept developed 
by VW in Brazil where suppliers are allocated within the assembly factory in the concept known 
as “The Modular Factory” ( Bremer et alli, 1997). 

In these scenarios of economical growth, the concept of Virtual Organization (VO) is appealing. 
Analyzing the situation of e-business and e-commerce in Latin America it is possible to identify 
the leadership of Brazil in many aspects, comparing it to other countries like Mexico, Argentina, 
Chile and Colombia. Brazil has the largest size of user base; major presence of retailers and 
content providers. It has one of the lowest costs of Internet access and fulfillment players (being 
left behind only to Mexico, in these latest two aspects). Anyway, Brazil has been showing a 
strong potential for rapid development in the next years. 

Another myth refers to the idea that one of the most common applications of VO concept is 
related to supply chain management of the companies. But this is not true. In this sense it is 
interesting to observe the conclusions of a recent research involving 54 big companies in Brazil 
(KPMG Consulting – dez./2000). This research revealed the increasing interest on the Internet 
utilization in their operations ( e-commerce or business-to-business ones). Based on a quetionary 
of multiple choice the companies pointed out the Relationship with their customers (93%) as the 
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main reason for using Internet resources. After this, Marketing was mentioned as a second reason 
( 70%). The next reasons where: Selling Channels (61%); Logistics (50%); Production (37%); 
Human Resources (35%) and others ( 7%). 

On the other hand there is still a common sense that it is very easy for a company ( even those 
small or medium size ones) to enter in the digital era and work with this new concept of virtual 
enterprise or e-business. But this idea could be considered another existing myth. Actually the 
successful development of VO depends on a lot of requirements and on the existence of 
appropriate infrastructures. Since a generalization of infrastructures in Latin American (LA) 
countries is difficult to be done, this paper focuses on a more specific analysis of the 
infrastructure in Mexico and Brazil. The necessary conditions for the risen of VE in such 
countries will be discussed within the AVE Case Framework (Goranson, 1995).  

- Social/Cultural Infrastructure: development of an Entrepreneur Culture in Latin American (LA), 
especially in the case of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). 

- Legal Infrastructure: the needs for reforms in Government Policies in Latin American Countries 

- Physical Infrastructure: creation of adequate telecommunication and information highways  

- Information Infrastructure: development of reliable and  accurate industrial databases.  

Next we are going to focus  of such of this point: 

In terms of legal infrastructure it can be said that the new economical agreements NAFTA 
(Canada, USA and Mexico) or Mercosur (South America countries) seems to satisfy the 
requirements for the development of enterprise’s cooperation networks, but they don’t mention 
anything about virtual organization. Certainly this is a very important subject to be researched in 
the next years. 

Nevertheless physical infrastructure is one of the critical barriers for the implementation of 
cooperation networks in LA, since it depends on a large investment in communication 
technologies. In Brazil the situation has become better after the privatization process of the 
telecommunication companies in the last years.  The increase of competition among telephone 
companies, last year, made the launching of products like cable modems (@jato of TVA and 
Virtua of GloboCabo), ADSL and ISDN possible. On one hand, cable modem offers a solution to 
free the telephone line and on other hand, ADSL (called Speedy in São Paulo and traded by 
Telefônica) and ISDN (traded by Telefônica and Telemar) are technologies that search the best 
exploitation on the existing telephonic plants. This situation is excellent for the telephone 
companies, which can supply an additional line without extending the capacity of the telephonic 
central. The main difference between the ISDN and the ADSL is that the ISDN is charged by 
time of use, while the monthly fee of the ADSL is always the same one, independently on the use 
(León et alli, 2000). 
 

Regarding the  information infrastructure, there is no reliable information about the state of 
industry in most of the LA countries, some studies have been carried out to identify industrial 
clusters in Mexico and Brazil, but the information is not widespread, and sometimes is kept for 
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government policies. A first effort in Mexico for the creation of an industrial information site is 
called SIEM (Acronym in Spanish for Information System for the Mexican Industry) which is a 
Web site where all the Mexican companies are supposed to subscribe. Nevertheless this effort has 
failed as there is no trust in Mexican government programs. On the other hand, standards for 
exchange of data are not wide spread as well. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) protocols are 
already used, yet the exchange of product model data using standards like IGES, VDA-FS or 
STEP is very rare, sometimes unknown. 

In terms of the social and cultural requirements  for creating cooperation networks among 
companies, a set of problems or barriers can be identified, for instance: 

 
1. Lack of real commitment and confidence among the partners of this kind of network:  
 
2. Lack of resources in terms of information technology (IT). Concerning SME’s they do not 
used to deal with IT as the same way that the big companies used to do. 
  
3. Brazilian companies in general and SME’s especially do not used to cooperate with each other. 
Very often the companies owners ( “the self-made men”) are satisfied with their real situation and 
they are not worried about any kind of new business opportunities. 
 
4. The precarious organizational structure and the specific organizational culture of a large 
number of Brazilian companies are very often the main reason of a lot of problems involving the 
relationship with another companies or partners .The forms of cooperation are not always 
formalized in the sense of an official collaboration. 
 
Specifically talking, the application and diffusion of the concept of virtual organization or 
another kind of cooperation networks among companies can be seen as a promising approach, 
since these companies from Brazil have the opportunity to achieve global markets without 
loosing their economic independence. Moreover SMEs have their own identity and want to 
remain in such a way.  Cultural infrastructure related to cooperation among partners have been a 
common practice in companies where the lack of resources has forced them to project and 
manufacture products in an outstanding creative and innovative manner, sometimes 
subcontracting, leasing or borrowing resources from other companies to achieve the desired 
results. These forms of cooperation are not always formalized in the sense of an official 
collaboration, instead they have been more seen as support among colleagues.  Therefore, a must 
for cooperation is  an already frequent practice of Brazilian companies. However a major 
problem for the cooperation among SMEs in Brazil is the lack of entrepreneur culture, companies 
owners are usually happy with their current success and they are not looking for new business 
opportunities, some companies are just concentrated in performing everyday operations and there 
is no vision for the long run. The fact is that SMEs usually are family business where one persons 
makes all the decisions and there is no strategic plan for business or technology. 
 

Some Conclusive Remarks 
 
The development of Virtual organization or virtual enterprise in emerging economies like the 
Brazilian one is not so easy, nor it is a rapid process.  It must be considered in a medium long 
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term perspective. The VO strategy and therefore the creation of VE  are a reasonable alternatives 
to traditional cooperation in Brazilian companies, since it offers an opportunity to maintain their 
traditionally high structural flexibility by achieving a positioning of economics of scale. As it was 
showed the requirements to develop VE in  Brazil depends on how well the barriers regarding 
enterprise culture, legal policies, technological infrastructures and information technologies are 
jointly tackled between government, academics and industrialists.   
 
This work has shown that firms with well-defined strategic postures can benefit from 
collaboration in order to compete.  The share of the resources with competitors, suppliers, trade 
association, and the community provides a better outcome for the partners. Generally, larger 
firms are at a higher level of competitiveness both on the domestic market and internationally as 
well. The clear differences in terms of the evaluation of competitiveness in the favor of larger 
firms appears through the emphasis on determining factors as production technology, the quality 
of the management staff, financial possibilities, effective marketing, research and development.  
Such discrepancies between large firms and SMEs suggest that there exist big disproportion in 
competitiveness between the SME sector and large companies.  One potential way of overcoming 
the lack of competitiveness of small and medium size enterprises is co-operation. 
 
Nowadays it is evident the great number of commercial transactions that are made throughout 
Internet. You can buy books, CDs, and a lot of other products utilizing just a “click” in your 
personal computer. Nowadays there is a great number of virtual companies such as supermarkets, 
bookstores, shopping centers,  etc.. All of these are called business to consumer (“B to C”). But 
there are other kinds of commercial transactions among companies called business-to-business( 
“B to B”). In this last case companies sell and buy each other raw materials, parts components, 
packages and so on. Besides it is possible to sell and buy whatever you want through the virtual 
auctions, this is the consumer to consumer (“C to C”). In synthesis you can buy or sell everything 
you want using the Internet tools. Besides these it is possible to listen to music, read newspapers, 
magazines and make a lot of things with the Internet support.   
 
However, the applications of the Internet are not exclusively related to the business world. In 
terms of education there are a lot of possibilities to exploit. Virtual schools and virtual 
universities are being spread around the world too. In this sense it is important to understand that 
this type of  Internet use could be an important educational framework mainly to people who live 
far from the big cities.               

 
Concluding, as a new technology like others (as biotechnology, robotics, genetic engineering, 
etc.) the Internet must be used for the social benefits of all the citizens instead of the benefits of a 
small part of the society. The correct use of this electronic tool as well as all  kind of technology 
should be decided in a democratic environment for the actual development of the humanity.   
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